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Abstract: Effective real-time structural health monitoring in concrete structures is paramount to
evaluating safety conditions and the timely maintenance of concrete structures. Especially, the
presence of discrete fibers in fiber-reinforced concrete restrains crack propagation into small and thin
cracks, which increases the difficulty in detecting damage. In this study, an array of piezoelectric
lead zirconate titanate (PZT) transducers was applied to study the effects of external load-induced
flexural stress and damage in fiber-reinforced concrete beams using the electromechanical impedance
(EMI) or electromechanical admittance (EMA) methods. Beams were subjected to a four-point
bending test under repeatable loading, while PZTs evaluated corresponding flexural stress and
induced damage simultaneously. Due to the influence of the medium’s stress fields in the different
types of wave propagation in structural elements, PZT transducers measurements are accordingly
affected under variable stress fields, in addition to the effect of the higher level of damage that
occurred in the medium. According to the results of the tests, variation in EMA signatures, following
flexural stress and gradual damage changes, provided convincing evidence for predicting stress and
damage development.

Keywords: structural health monitoring (SHM); lead zirconate titanate (PZT); hierarchical clustering
method (HCA); fiber-reinforced concrete; electromechanical impedance (EMI); electromechanical
admittance (EMA); stress; damage

1. Introduction

The construction industry relies heavily upon cementitious materials, especially con-
crete, to meet the ever-increasing demand for sustainable and long-lifespan infrastructures,
such as bridges, dams, and buildings. A challenging task arising from this need is de-
ploying materials with advanced and resilient properties. In the last decades, concrete
technology endeavored to meet the emerging requirements with the achieved evolution,
developing high and ultra-high-performance matrixes. However, despite their well known
merits, such as durability, mechanical properties, formability, and modifiability, the poor
tensile strength performance and the low strain capacity are still the main unresolved
downsides of conducting brittleness behavior [1,2].

Some decades before, a novel and efficient approach had been introduced with the
fibers’ inclusion into cement matrixes, which enhanced the effort to improve plain con-
crete’s mechanical properties, ductility, toughness, and fracture resistance [3]. Furthermore,
synthetic fibers provide elevated durability thanks to their high corrosion resistance. The
beneficial bridging mechanism provided by fibrous reinforcement also ameliorates the
resistance to crack formation and propagation. As a result, it improves the shrinkage
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cracking performance by capturing the openings and confining the widening of the microc-
racks [4–6]. Further, fibers’ inclusion in shear-critical reinforced concrete specimens can
affect the final type of failure (from a brittle shear to a flexural one) [7].

Thanks to the rapid growth of materials and civil engineering science, several kinds of
fibers materialized to address the demands of the construction industry. The most popular
are made of glass, steel, polymeric, and synthetic materials. The latter, especially plastic
fibers (PET, PE, PP), attract the interest of the construction and scientific community, com-
bining the inexpensive cost, efficient improvement of bending capacity, enhanced durability
by refraining from corrosion, and excellent thermal properties. Furthermore, their recycla-
bility, versatility, and large-scale availability meet the demands of circular economies for
materials with a reduced environmental footprint. Additionally, synthetic fibers constitute
a promising and sufficient material in alignment with the aim for sustainable and resilient
constructions [8,9].

Additionally, orientated to the abovementioned aim, the structural health monitoring
(SHM) method could be a helpful tool for assessing and evaluating the performance of
concrete structures during their lifespan under insufficient durability, operational loading,
and earthquake sequences. Under these circumstances, stresses fluctuate dramatically in
the structural members, which may induce damage in the form of micro or macro-cracks to
concrete, predominantly from tensile strain [10]. Furthermore, by the time visible surface
cracking occurs, the bearing capacity of the structural element may have been significantly
impaired due to the brittleness nature of plain concrete. Therefore, efficient SHM methods
must distinguish the impact between reversible stress variations and permanent damage.

Many traditional visual or localized experimental non-destructive testing (NDT) and
damage detection methods have been proposed in the extant literature and used in a variety
of concrete structures, such as ultrasonic C-scan detection, X-rays, and radar techniques.
In addition, infrared thermography, acoustic emission (AE), ultrasonic C-scan detection,
and resistance strain gauges are commonly used to check structural integrity. However,
the latter is predominantly destined for static measurements and achieves low transverse
sensitivity [11].

Most of the abovementioned methods are not suitable for large and complicated struc-
tures due to structural constraints and the requirement for prior knowledge of the damage
location. In addition, NDT techniques are expensive, require access in situ, and cannot
provide continuous and real-time monitoring. Further, all these experimental techniques re-
quire bulky equipment, which is incredibly time-consuming, and most importantly, request
that the damage’s vicinity be known a priori. At the same time, the portion of the structure
to be inspected is readily accessible. Moreover, as concrete structures become more complex,
these techniques become non-feasible and unsuitable for in-service infrastructures. Thus,
NDT methods are typically performed at specific intervals or when a defect is suspected.

On the other hand, the SHM methods applying active sensing techniques refer to a
procedure that utilizes emitting and sensing signals transducers to continuously ascertain
the inspected structure’s structural condition in real-time.

One of the most commonly used SHM techniques, which utilize piezoelectric transduc-
ers as actuators/sensors, is the EMI or EMA technique. The EMI sensing method has been
proven as a promising technique for the continuous inspection and damage assessment
of existing in-service infrastructures. The EMI technique’s main advantage is its ability to
detect local damages, even in complex structures [12–14].

Among other non-destructive and real-time SHM methods, EMI arises as a promising
and reliable one, mainly when accompanied by piezoelectric sensors’ implementation.
Piezoelectric sensors are electronic components that are able to convert a mechanical or
thermal input into an electrical signal, operating by the principle of the piezoelectric effect,
which is defined as the property of some crystalline materials to polarize when subjected
to mechanical deformation (direct piezoelectric effect), generating a potential difference, as
well as, at the same time, to elastically deform when traversed by electrical current (inverse
piezoelectric effect) [15,16].
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In aeronautical and civil engineering fields, piezoelectric lead zirconate titanate sen-
sors (PZT) are frequently used for SHM applications thanks to their powerful piezoelectric
effects, advantages of high transient response, high sensitivity, wide bandwidth, dual sens-
ing and actuating functions, and low-cost value. Further, the merit of the high-frequency
response is beneficial to avoid or reduce the influence of other electrical equipment imple-
mented in the vicinity of the sensors [13].

As the PZT’s operation is established to the piezoelectric phenomenon, the EMI PZT-
enabled technique relatively exploits all the merits of this fundamental condition. Thus, a
PZT patch serves, simultaneously, as a sensor and actuator by being embedded or mounted
on the host structure [17].

The employment of PZT transducers for the EMI-based SHM method for cementitious
materials has been researched, such as multiple mass loss in concrete cubes [18], cracking
caused by steel corrosion in RC members [19], and the influence of the heating-time
effect [20]. Furthermore, a considerable body of the literature exists on implementing the
EMI-based SHM method in real-scale members, such as shear-critical RC beams [21–23],
RC frames [24], and RC joints [25] under monotonically and cyclic loading, respectively.

According to recent research, using a grid of PZT patches in areas that are at risk of
damage can enhance the accuracy and efficiency of SHM techniques for identifying damage
in reinforced concrete structures [11]. Additionally, studies have shown that PZT materials
are superior to strain gauges in similar conditions, as they offer higher signal-to-noise ratios
and better transverse sensitivity [11,14].

Although PZT patches and typical electrical resistance strain gauges can be used to
measure strain, they rely on different physical mechanisms. PZT patches are typically used
in applications where high sensitivity, wide frequency bandwidth, and dynamic response
are required. At the same time, electrical resistance strain gauges are more commonly used
in static or low-frequency applications. Additionally, the PZT patch operates as a sensor
and actuator simultaneously and has a compact size. Additionally, using strain gauges
suffers from some limitations due to the a priori hypothesis of the uniform strain field,
which practically recant when cracking occurred. In addition, strain gauges are locally
limited, while PZT transducers can act in a wider spatial region. However, combining both
methods could exhibit additional data for verifying the attained data [11].

Moreover, the evolution of material damage from distributed microcracks to localized
cracking in concrete structures related to the change in the material’s compliance level has
also been studied [10,26–28]. Additionally, to analyze several measurements obtained from
PZT transducers and to diagnose damage to reinforced concrete elements, Perera et al. [29]
and Sevillano et al. [30] developed a novel approach based on clustering, a common
unsupervised machine learning with promising results.

Additionally, the effect of the imposed loading on external bonded and embedded
PZT’s SHM performance in standard dimension specimens under compression and tension
loads has been examined [31]. Several studies have investigated load-induced damages
under flexural loading and compression, conducting EMI measurements under unloaded
conditions without applied stress. Furthermore, Zhang et al. investigated the feasibility
of the PZT-based EMI method to monitor stiffness degradation under monotonically
uniaxial compression through conducted EMI measurements, simultaneously, with the
loading increment [32]. Narayanan et al. demonstrated experimental results from uniaxial
repeatable compression loading with EMI measurements carried out under the maximum
stress of each loading step and released conditions to distinguish the combined influence
of stress field and material damage [10]. Due to the influence of the developed stress
fields of the medium in the different types of wave propagation in structural elements,
PZT transducers’ measurements are, correspondingly, affected in experimental tests under
variable stress fields, in addition to the effect of the higher level of occurred damage in
the medium.

In real-life structures, there is no feasible way to unload them and determine the effect
of applied stresses and the actual level of damage separately [10]. Thus, distinguishing the
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impact on the response of a PZT, either surficial bonded or embedded to a concrete element,
between the substrate stresses and the damage level is essential before establishing an
actual case application of the impedance-based technique to detect incipient damage in
concrete structures. Therefore, this study attempts to distinguish the effect of applied stress
and damage.

Providakis et al. introduced a wireless impedance or admittance monitoring system,
for concrete integrity monitoring, denoted as WiAMS [33]. This paper investigates the
efficiency of a wireless low-cost advanced SHM system for damage detection of synthetic
fiber-reinforced concrete (SFRC) beams. The specimens were subjected to a four-point
bending test under a repeated loading sequence. Gradually, incremental loading steps
were used to develop concrete stress and damage in a controlled manner, while EMI
measurements have been applied in the release condition of the beam. The commonly used
scalar indices of RMSD and MAPD were used to quantify changes in the EMI spectra at
several positions in the loading sequence. Furthermore, a novel technique was introduced
based on the HCA, capable of distinguishing variations in EMI caused by stress from those
caused by damage.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and Properties

Special attention should be paid when adding fibers to the concrete. One of the main
requirements is to retain the workability and the flowability to the designed level during
casting. For this purpose, well designed fiber-reinforced concrete should be produced
based on a medium size coarse aggregate plain concrete [34–36].

In this experimental work, crushed limestone with a nominal particle size of up to 16
mm was used as coarse aggregate, as well as a mix of crushed limestone sand with natural
silica sand as fine aggregate. Determining the absorption and the specific gravity for the
coarse and fine aggregate was implemented in agreement with ASTM C127 [37] and ASTM
C128 [38]. In the development of the mixture, a Type II-42.5 N Portland cement, complying
with the requirements of EN 197-1 [39], was used. A high-range superplasticizer, utilizing
Sika’s ‘ViscoCrete® Ultra350’, conforming to the requirements for EN 934.02: 2009 + A1:
2012, was also added to the mixture to enhance the workability to 0.7% of cementitious
materials. The macro-synthetic fibers, made of polyolefin, sorted into plastic materials,
were produced by Sika Hellas, with the mark designation SikaFiber Force 50. Fibers were
added to the mixture in a dosage of 5 kg/m3. Macro-synthetic fibers formed in cylindrical
shapes with a surface morphology characterized by alternate spherical segments across the
transverse cross-section. Owing to their corrugated relief, they show enhanced bonding
performance acting as anchorages into the concrete mass. Figure 1 shows the formation of
macro-synthetic fibers used in the mixture, and Tables 1 and 2 show the material properties.

Table 1. Properties of concrete.

Mix Proportion (Cement:
Water: Fine Aggregate:

Coarse Aggregate)

Proportion of Fiber/m3

Concrete (kg) Density (kg/m3) Compressive
Strength (MPa)

Young’s
Modulus (GPa)

Modulus of
Rupture (MPa)

1:2:2.4:0.52 5 2350 38.5 32.8 3.9

Table 2. Properties of macro synthetic fibers (SikaFiber Force 50).

Equivalent Diameter (mm) Length (mm) Tensile Strength (MPa) Young’s Modulus (GPa)

0.715 50 430 6.0
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Figure 1. (a) Test set up. (b) PZT transducer properties. (c) PZT patch bonded in the surface of
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2.2. Specimens Manufacturing

The raw materials were prepared and added to the rotary mixer, following the prin-
ciples of ASTM C192 [36]. The aggregates (coarse and fine) were added first and mixed
for 30 s. Then, the quantity of the cement was added, mixing for 30 s more; the insertion
of 60% of the designed water was followed by subsequent mixing for a further 30 s. After
that, the remaining 40% of the designed quantity of water was poured over the pan con-
comitantly with the admixture, mixing for another 60 s. An important notice is that the
total water mix-designed quantity was reduced, according to the absorption test due to
the wet condition of the aggregates. Finally, the macro-synthetic fibers were added at four
different times in equal quantities each (25%) during stirring to achieve homogeneity and
flowability of the fresh SFRC mixture and prevent fibers’ clumping. The properties of the
fresh SFRC mixture were tested to ensure that the designed workability was achieved by
performing the slump test [40] and evaluating concrete unit weight differences within each
mix by performing fresh density measurements [41].

The molds of the specimens were filled slightly into their brims with the SFRC mix-
ture and adequately vibrated with an automated vibrating table, having a 20 × 20 in
(508 × 508 mm) large platform with a load capacity of up to 300 lb (136 kg) and a rheostat
knob to adjust the amplitude of 3600 vibrations per minute. All the specimens were cured
at a standard temperature of 20 ± 2 ◦C and a relative humidity RH > 95% at 28 days.

The SFRC mixture casts six 150 × 300 mm concrete cylinders, six 150 × 150 × 150 mm
standard concrete cubes, and two concrete beams 1000 × 200 × 150 mm. The cylindrical
and cubic specimens (three per case) were used to evaluate concrete’s mean compressive and
tensile strength at 28 days and on the day of the experimental test of the two prismatic beams.
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2.3. Set Up and Tested Specimens

The experimental program consisted of two flexural SFRC prismatic beams with
dimensions 1000 mm (length) × 200 mm (height) × 150 mm (width), respectively. The
SFRC beams were tested in a four-point bending configuration, as shown in RMSD. The
SFRC beams were supported on two hardened steel rollers on the left and right edges.
The total span length was 800 mm (L), separated into three sections of 300—200—300 mm
(left—mid—right). Two-line loads were applied at an equal distance of 100 mm from the
middle point of the top surface of the beam with two hardened steel rollers. The testing
was performed using a servo-controlled hydraulic machine. The test fixture conformed to
the requirements of ASTM C78 [42] for obtaining the fracture response of the SFRC.

SFRC beams were subjected to consecutive repeated loading conditions (loading,
unloading, reloading, unloading, etc.) using different load levels based on the estimated
maximum flexural strength of the beam. The loading sequence is illustrated schematically
in Figure 2. In the last step, beams are loaded until final failure since the developed flexural
stress reached the maximum load-carrying bending capacity, fractured from pure flexure in
the mid-span. In addition, Table 3 depicts the examined loading level – step, the flexural
strength at each load level, and the ratio of maximum flexural strength.
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Table 3. The examined load levels and the relevant ratio of maximum flexural strength of the beam.

Load Level Flexural Strength (MPa) Ratio of the Maximum
Flexural Strength

Beam 1

Step 1 1.0 MPa 17.9%

Step 2 2.0 MPa 35.7%

Step 3 3.0 MPa 53.6%

Step 4 4.0 MPa 71.4%

Step 5 5.6 MPa Failure

Beam 2

Step 1 1.0 MPa 22.2%

Step 2 2.0 MPa 41.7%

Step 3 3.0 MPa 62.5%

Step 4 4.0 MPa 83.8%

Step 5 4.8 MPa Failure

Continuous measurements of load and deflection were taken during the tests using a
load cell with an accuracy of 0.05 kN. Laser extensometers with an accuracy of 0.001 mm
were used to obtain full-field surface displacements and net midspan deformations of
the beams.
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Equation (1) defines the values of the flexural stress.

σf = 3 F a/(b d2) (1)

where σf: stress in outer fibers at the midpoint, (MPa), F: applied load, (N), a: shear span
(mm), b: width of test beam (mm), and d: depth or height of tested beam (mm).

2.4. Development of Monitoring

In this experimental work, a wireless SHM and damage evaluation system based
on the EMI method was applied. PZT patches were adopted to implement the EMI
measurements in real-time through a wired connection with the advanced custom-made
device WiAMS. The WiAMS device could be held remotely, and the measurements could be
acquired wirelessly through a Wi-Fi connection via email notification or a server database.
The connection between the WiAMS device, the PZT patches, and the host structure is
illustrated schematically in Figure 3.
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Before the experimental testing commenced, the WiAMS devices performed twenty
consecutive measurements for each PZT patch in the pristine condition without the subjec-
tion of the imposed loading. Similarly, three consecutive measurements were performed for
every release condition loading state. Thus, the applied technique’s repeatability, fidelity,
and reliability are ensured.

The influence between PZT and the RC element is captured as an admittance signature,
consisting of the real part (conductance) and the imaginary part (susceptance). As a result
of these interactions, structural features are reflected in the signature, as depicted in the
following, Equation (2), for complex admittance, Y, of the mounted PZT patch:

Y =
I
V

= G + Bj = 4ωj
L2

h

[
εT

33 −
2d2

31YE

(1 − ν)
+

2d2
31YE

(1 − ν)

(
Za,e f f

Zs,e f f + Za,e f f

)(
tan kL

kL

)]
(2)
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where: I is the current passing through PZT, V is the harmonic alternating voltage supplied
to the circuit, G is the conductance (the real part of admittance), B is the susceptance (the
imaginary part of admittance), j is the imaginary unit, v is the angular frequency, L is
the half-length of the patch, h is the thickness of the patch, d31 is the piezoelectric strain
coefficient of the PZT, Za,e f f is the short-circuited effective mechanical impedance, Zs,e f f is
the effective structural impedance, n is Poisson’s ratio, k is the wave number related to the
angular frequency, YE is the complex Young’s modulus of elasticity under constant electric
field, and εT

33 is the complex electric permittivity of PZT patch at constant stress [11].
The benefits of the piezoelectric phenomenon are derived from the ability of PZT

patches to function as both transducers and sensors. This occurs when they are exposed to
an amplified harmonic excitation voltage signal and are able to receive reflected waves and
detect changes in electrical impedance across a range of frequencies.

The peak frequency in the piezoelectric admittance signature is influenced by the
structure’s stiffness, to which the piezoelectric patch is attached. If a crack occurs and
propagates in the structure, the local stiffness of that area will decrease, resulting in a
decrease in the peak frequency in the piezoelectric admittance signature. [43,44]. The
piezoelectric patch attached near the crack can sense this change in stiffness and translate it
into changes in peak frequency in the admittance signature. Analyzing these frequency
changes makes it possible to detect the presence of a structural crack, thus providing
a theoretical basis for using piezoelectric impedance to monitor the status of a crack in
a structure.

This study addressed two different ways of PZTs’ configuration. First, the externally
epoxy-bonded PZTs were mounted to the surfaces of the tested beams. Further, the notched
epoxy-embedded sensors (NeeS) were inserted slightly into the beam’s mass. To the
author’s knowledge, this has not been presented in the literature. PZT transducers, with
dimensions of 20 × 20 mm, were used in both cases. The PZTs were carefully bonded
on different positions relative to the expected location of the potentially fatal failure. The
positions of the installed PZT transducers were picked up in such a way as to accomplish a
multi-purpose attempt:

(A) damage evaluation caused on SFRC beams subjected to a four-point bending test
(B) the influence of the induced load on the acquired EMI measurements
(C) the impact of the angle created between the direction of the formed crack and the

direction of the PZT’s polarization

Six PZT patches for each beam were epoxy-bonded at particular surface areas, as
shown in Figure 4. The notation of each PZT patch for Beam 1 and Beam 2, according to its
position, is as follows (Figure 4):

- FT—Facade Tension: The PZT patch was bonded in the middle of the façade surface
at around 30 mm from the lower extreme fiber of the beam.

- FC—Facade Compression: The PZT patch was bonded in the middle of the façade
surface at around 30 mm from the extreme upper fiber of the beam.

- TM—Top Mid: The PZT patch was bonded in the middle of the top surface at an equal
distance of 100 mm apart from the loading points.

- BM—Bottom Mid: The PZT patch was bonded in the middle of the bottom surface
directly opposite to the TM patch.

- BL—Bottom Left: The PZT patch was bonded 100 mm to the left direction from the
middle of the lower extreme fiber surface directly opposite to the left loading point.

- BR—Bottom Right: The PZT patch was bonded 100 mm to the right direction from the
middle of the lower extreme fiber surface directly opposite to the right loading point.

- BLE—Bottom Left External: The NeeS PZT patch was vertically epoxy-embedded to a
grooved notch with a depth of 22 mm and at a distance of 200 mm to the left direction
from the middle of the lower extreme fiber surface.

- BRE—Bottom Right External: The NeeS PZT patch was vertically epoxy-embedded
to a grooved notch with a depth of 22 mm and at a distance of 200 mm to the right
direction from the middle of the lower extreme fiber surface.
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PZT BLE, and BRE have been artificially placed outside of the mid-span. They were
intended to avoid impacting the nature of the experimental testing by grooving the insertion
area, influencing the fracture response, and they have been inserted with a vertical to the
expected failure direction of polarization, which was shown to increase the efficiency in
damage detection in previous studies.

In this study, two different sets of measures have been used. The first set implemented
in a short frequency range (35–45 values) near the resonant frequency of each PZT patch
during the application of the subjected load at each loading step, noted as “continuous”
due to the continuous repetition of measurements. The set of measures commences with
the subjection of loading at each repeatable step and finishes some seconds later after
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the completion of the unloading phase. This type of measurement has been applied to
three PZT patches in the selected narrow frequency range to acquire multiple voltage
responses near the resonant frequency.

The second set of measurements includes applying a broader frequency range of 10 to
250 kHz in the beam’s unload-released condition, and it has been used for all the employed
PZT patches of the specimens.

2.5. Damage Quantification Process

The process of damage quantification could not be restricted to identifying the ex-
istence of the damage, but, rather, it is related to estimating properties, such as location,
width, and depth, of the developed cracking formation. Moreover, the evaluation and
quantification of the damage should be the major orientations of the process, using all the
appropriate available and accessible data analysis tools.

Plenty of proposed indices could be met to the extent of literature, with the most
commonly used being the below:

1. RMSD: Root Mean Square Deviation
2. MAPD: Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation
3. CC: Coefficient of Correlation

Every acquired measurement through the EMI method constitutes an electromechani-
cal signature of the particular PZT patch. Therefore, elaborating the EMI signatures through
statistical analysis could be a useful tool in converting the variations of the EMI signatures
between the healthy state and any successive state to damage index metrics. In this study,
the commonly used damage indices RMSD and MAPD have been primarily applied to
analyze the EMI signatures for both sets of measurements. The expressions of RMSD and
MAPD indices are presented in Equations (3) and (4), respectively:

RMSD =

√√√√∑n
r=1
(∣∣Vp(fr)

∣∣
D −

∣∣Vp(fr)
∣∣
0

)2

∑M
r=1
(∣∣Vp(fr)

∣∣
0

)2 (3)

MAPD =
1
n

n

∑
r=1

∣∣∣∣Vp(fr)D − Vp(fr)0

∣∣∣∣
Vp(fr)0

(4)

where:∣∣Vp(fr)
∣∣
0: absolute value of the voltage output signal as extracted from the PZT at the

healthy pristine state of the specimen,∣∣Vp(fr)
∣∣
D: absolute value of the corresponding voltage output signal as measured

from the same PZT at damage level D,
Additionally, n is the discrete number of measurements in the examined frequency band.
Although the commonly used statistical indices show satisfying performance and good

efficiency in identifying damage’s existence, there are still some points for improvement.
These deficiencies have not been overcome in concrete applications due to the complicated
features of the material and the impact of different phenomena acting individually, together,
or consecutively. Due to that condition, statistical indices’ efficacy reliability decreased for
different cracking severity. Furthermore, the damage indices could have the same value,
and vice versa, due to their scalar nature. Therefore, an efficient approach to solving the
above deficiency is the combination of different damage indices or, even better, combining
different data analysis methods.

For this purpose, the HCA has been implemented in this study. In general, clustering
is an unsupervised learning algorithm that can group observations, concerning the degree
of their similarity [45,46]. The basic conception of the clustering approach for EMI-based
applications is that the acquired voltage responses in terms of the frequency range of a
single PZT patch are anticipated to exhibit similar performance at different loading steps,
unless an occurred abnormality exists in its monitoring range [29].
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In HCA, each measurement is considered and inserted as a single group. After
that, employing a reiterative process, the measurements with similar observations are
merged into a new cluster. Thus, an agglomerative methodology is structured, and finally,
a dendrogram is used for better visualization of different stages of clustering, which
gives a classification of the dissimilarity among the formed groups. Additionally, the
number of the total initial clusters is always between 1 and n, where n is the number of
the inserted measurements. The decision about the final number of clusters depends on
the data analyst’s desire, experience, and training to set and combine the efficient number
of clusters.

The main principles of the hierarchical algorithm are summarized in the below steps:

• insertion of all the desired measurements into the system
• allocation of the measurements to a cluster. The algorithm starts with all the measure-

ments, initially consisting of a cluster.
• creating the first clusters by merging some single measurements with best-fit similarity
• recomputation of the metric distances between the newly formed clusters and the

initial ones
• The algorithm stops whenever all the measurements are assigned to a cluster or until

the formation of the clusters’ designed number occurs.

Except for the above steps, two more coefficients, such as distance metric and linkage
criterion, must be defined. The linkage criterion verifies, or does not verify, the fidelity of
the represented clustering and is a measure of how faithfully a dendrogram preserves the
pairwise distances or distance matrix between the original unmodeled data points [24].

This study selects the Euclidean distance metrics (Equation (5)) and the cophenetic
correlation coefficient (Equation (6)) with moderate performance.

dst =

√√√√ n

∑
i=1

(xs − xt)
2 (5)

where dst is the Euclidean distance between each pair of observations, s and t, and xs and
xt denote the vectors (1-by-n) of impedance signature of PZT in different conditions.

CCC =
∑s<t (dst − d ) (dcoph

st − d
coph

)√
∑s<t (dst − d )2∑s<t (d

coph
st − d

coph
)2

(6)

where CCC denote the cophenetic correlation coefficient, while dcoph
st corresponds to cophe-

netic distances, which represent the dissimilarity of the cluster, where s and t merged firstly.

3. Results
3.1. Flexural Behavior of Beams

The tested beams 1 and 2 exhibited typical flexural response and brittle failure, as they
were designed and expected to be in alignment with the applied and slightly modified
four-point bending test method. The fatal failure formed cracks that were developed in the
mid-span at a distance around 50 mm left and right from the middle section of beams 1
and 2, respectively, and they were perpendicular to the beam’s longitudinal axis.

Figure 5 demonstrates the experimental behavior of the SFRC beams in terms of
flexural stress versus mid-span deflection. Both beams were subjected to repeated loading
using different load steps based on the estimated maximum flexural strength of the beam,
with the sequence of loading, unloading, reloading, and loading until the final fracture, as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 5. Experimental flexural behavior of (a) Beam 1 and (b) Beam 2 under repeatable loading.

3.2. Structural Health Monitoring Results
3.2.1. Analysis through Statistic Metrics in the Beams’ Released Condition

The RMSD volume ratios of all the epoxy-bonded PZT patches, measured in the
released condition of beam 1, are depicted in Figures 6–8. The PZT transducers have been
divided into four pairs, correlated to an axis of symmetry. Thus, the groups consisted of
(a) TM-BM (neutral axis of the beam), (b) FT-FC (neutral axis of the beam), (c) BL-BR (z-axis
of symmetry), and (d) BL-BM (fatal failure, z’-axis), as displayed in Figure 9. The evaluation
of damage detection has been applied through comparisons between the co-grouped
PZT transducers.
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Hence, for the first pair, PZT BM showed a high value (7.8%) of damage index at the
failure loading state in comparison to PZT TM, which is owned to the fact that the width
of the crack near the lower extreme fiber of the beam is wider opened comparatively to
its formation to the relative upper section. Furthermore, the values of the RMSD indices
for the second pair, PZT transducers FT and FC, seemed to be similarly affected by the
formation of the crack, leading to vague compared results with indistinct conclusions.
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Moreover, regarding the third pair, PZT BL showed consistently increased values of
damage indexes at all the loading steps, performed higher values (8.6%) among all the PZT
transducers, and seemed to detect the formation of the failure near the area of monitoring,
even at earlier loading stages, giving a promising indication for the verification of the
applied instrumentation and methods. Further, PZT BR showed slightly gradual ascending
RMSD values up to the fourth loading step and an abrupt increasing performance at
the final loading step, probably due to another relative near-crack formation to the right
part of the mid-span, which did not manage to become surficially apparent due to the
predeveloped left mid-span fatal failure.

Additionally, for the fourth pair, the failure was formed in the area between PZT
transducers BL and BM, which both showed extremely high values of RMSD indices (BL
8.6% vs. BM 7.8%); the difference in the performance has been probably owned to the fact
that a wide section height wise of the fatal crack has been formed 10 mm closer to BL.

Moreover, the RMSD volume ratios of all the epoxy-bonded PZT patches, measured in
the released condition of beam 2, are depicted in Figures 10–12. The PZT transducers were,
as in beam 1, divided into four pairs correlated to an axis of symmetry. Thus, the pairs
consisted of (a) TM-BM (neutral axis of the beam), (b) BL-BR (z-axis of symmetry), (c) BLE-
BRE (z-axis of symmetry), and (d) BR-BM (fatal failure, z’-axis). The evaluation of damage
detection has been applied through comparisons between the co-grouped PZT transducers.

Thus, for the first pair, PZT BM showed higher values at all loading steps than PZT
TM, indicating the detection of the forthcoming failure. Moreover, regarding the second
pair, PZT BR showed consistently increased RMSD values at all the loading states and
seemed to strongly indicate the detection of the failure formation near its monitoring area
even at earlier loading stages. On the other hand, PZT transducer BL showed slightly
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gradual ascending RMSD values up to the third loading step and subsequently slightly
decreased up to the final loading steps, probably due to the predominant development of
the failure to the right part of the mid-span.
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Moreover, regarding the third pair, BRE showed consistently increased RMSD values
at all the loading states and performed the highest value (28.9%) among all the PZT trans-
ducers, being a harbinger of the detection of the forthcoming damage even at earlier loading
stages, albeit it was positioned 145 mm far from the final failure formation. However, the
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vertical direction of polarization of the PZT has probably enhanced the performance of
the transducer to detect the failure, even from the primary loading steps, resulting in an
auspicious fidelity of the instrumented applied methods. Secondly, the PZT transducer
BLE showed an expected performance as the distance between the fatal failure, and its
embedded position was around 245 mm, too far for effective damage detection.
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Additionally, for the fourth compared pair, the failure was formed in a section between
PZT transducers BR and BM, which both showed extremely high values of RMSD indices
(BR ~11% vs. BM 10.2%); the different developed values of RMSD have been probably
owned to the fact that the fatal crack was formed 10 mm closer to BR, as shown in cracking
pattern Figure 13.
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3.2.2. Analysis through Statistic Metrics during the Loading Sequence

Figures 14 and 15 present the diagrams of RMSD (left column) and MAPD (right
column) of beams 1 and 2, respectively, in terms of the loading history. As aforementioned,
a set of EMI measurements have been implemented in a narrow range of frequencies during
the induced loading process. Therefore, the continuous blue line depicts the RMSD and
MAPD indices diagrams, exported from the above continuous EMI measurements. The
dashed blue line depicts the RMSD and MAPD indices calculated from measurements of
voltage response precisely after the completion of an entire loading cycle (black line) when
the beam returned to the release condition. In both cases, it is apparent that the induced
load and the developed stresses near the monitoring area of the PZT heavily influence the
response of the PZT transducer. It could also be demonstrated that the MAPD index seems
more statistically sensitive to the elaboration of Voltage responses.
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In Beam 1, PZT transducers TM and BM seem to be affected more by the stress
subjection, which is actually estimated, as the maximum tensional and flexural stress
developed precisely at their epoxy-bonded locations, correspondingly.

In Beam 2, PZT transducers BRE and BLE show a severe impact by the subjected
loading. Furthermore, due to their epoxy embedding formation, the latter is owed to the
better coherence between transducers and the beam. Theoretically, excluding the influence
of the epoxy resin quantity inside the embedding notch for each PZT transducer and the
negligible deviation to their distance from the middle of the beam, both PZTs should be
influenced similarly by the induced load.

Additionally, although their location is symmetric from the loading points, the PZT
transducer BRE shows a highly increased value of indices compared to BLE on the on-
load and in the release condition. Therefore, the fusion of the abovementioned rationales
assumes that the forthcoming failure would be formed closer to the PZT transducer’s BRE
location, as the indices’ values increment is partially apportioned due to the impact of the
induced load and the existence of an abnormality. The final failure of the beam finally
confirmed the above assumption.
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3.2.3. Analysis through Hierarchical Clustering Approach

The HCA could be performed either as a tool for a primary sorting of the acquired
data and then proceeding with the statistical analysis using common indices or as a final
assisting tool to re- or co-evaluate the extracted indices.

The main reason for implementing HCA in this work was the realization that common
indices numerically evaluate the damage level. However, it is often observed that the same
damage index values could correspond to different structural integrity conditions, which
could easily lead to false alerts, i.e., stress developed by the loading impact.

The HCA was adopted to be supplementally applied with the quantitative data analy-
sis process, enhancing the attempt to identify more specific properties of the forthcoming
or developed damage and clearly distinguish the false alerts inserted by the induced load.

The fundamental hypothesis in the clustering approach for PZT applications is that the
acquired measurements for the same PZT transducer at different loading steps are expected
to demonstrate a similar behavior, except if deformation occurs, which should be correlated
with the damage’s existence. In this study, an extension of the clustering approach was
proposed. Furthermore, the present work investigated that not solely mechanical damages
affect the similarity of the PZT’s measurements. Additionally, the induced load could be a
potential parameter for the development of dissimilarities that needs further investigation
to determine the actual impact ratio of each variable.

In this study, all loading steps’ measurements of three PZT transducers per beam were
individually examined with the HCA. Figures 16 and 17 display the results of a typical
HCA for beams 1 and 2 in a dendrogram formation for PZT patch TM. The label of each
measurement is presented in the x-axis in terms of the dissimilarity profile among the
examined measurements. In this way, in the x-axis, each measurement is sorted closer
to its most similar one, according to the calculated metric distance, which is depicted as
profile dissimilarity. The plot is further analyzed in diagrams separately for each PZT
transducer in Figure 18. Finally, the number of clusters is presented on the x-axis in terms of
each transducer’s surficial developed stress. In this experimental work, five clusters were
selected to represent the distance matrix of the acquired measurements, and the Euclidean
distance metrics were adopted as the best-fit clustering approach. The HCA could enhance
its utility and efficacy after addressing a set of repeatable data processing, excluding all
the transition values (outliers) at each time and re-evaluating the desirable number of
clusters. The outliers are caused when a single measurement is alternately implemented
and acquired during a transition case, i.e., from the release condition to the loading and
vice versa.

For PZT TM of beam 1, the data are distributed in five clustering groups. The 1st
cluster consists only of measurements of the healthy voltage responses; the 2nd cluster
contains all the voltage responses of loading steps 1, 3, and 4. In addition, the inceptive
measurements of the 5th loading step are also included in the 2nd cluster. Further, the 3rd
cluster encloses all the voltage responses of the 2nd loading step. Moreover, the 4th cluster
consists of the two EMI measurements, acquired exactly before and during the moment
of the failure. Finally, in the 5th cluster, all the post-failure measurements (five in total)
are enclosed.

The data are also split into five clusters for PZT BM of beam 1. The 1st cluster
consists exclusively of the healthy voltage responses; the 2nd cluster contains all the voltage
responses of loading steps from 1 to 4. Furthermore, the 3rd cluster encloses all the pre-
failure measurements of the 5th loading step, excluding two acquired measurements. The
first before, as well as the second at the time of the failure, are grouped in the 4th cluster.
Finally, all the post-failure measurements are grouped in the 5th cluster (four in total).

In addition, the same number of clustering groups were formed for the PZT FT of
beam 1. The 1st cluster encloses the healthy voltage responses solely. Further, the 3rd and
the 4th clusters contain two outlier measurements of loading steps 1 and 3, respectively.
Moreover, the 5th cluster contains the post-failure voltage responses of the 5th loading step.
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Finally, the 2nd cluster encloses all the rest acquired measurements from loading steps 1 to
5, indicating a low damage detection sensitivity of the PZT transducer.
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Similarly, for all the PZT transducers of beam 2, the clustering formation process of
beam 1 has been followed. For PZT TM, the 1st cluster consists exclusively of one outlier
measurement of the 2nd loading step. The 2nd cluster contains voltage responses of all
the loading steps in the release condition or with low loading impact. Furthermore, the
3rd cluster contains voltage responses of all the loading steps with high loading impact,
while the 4th cluster encloses only one measurement direct on the moment of the failure,
and the 5th cluster all the post-failure measurements (seven in total). For PZT BLE, the
1st cluster encloses all the healthy voltage responses and the unload measurements for all
loading steps, except for one outlier transition measurement, which was separately sorted
in the 5th cluster. In addition, the 3rd and 4th clusters contain only outlier measurements
of loading steps 1, 2, 3, and 5. Finally, the 2nd cluster encloses all the rest acquired on-
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load measurements from loading steps 1 to 5. An observed point, originating from the
2nd clustering, is the co-groupage of the acquired measurements near the moment of the
formation of the failure with the measurements of loading steps 1, 2, 3, and 4, indicating
the low sensitivity of the PZT transducer to the identification of the failure.

For PZT BRE, the 1st cluster encloses the healthy voltage responses and the unload
measurements for all the loading steps. The 2nd cluster contains voltage responses of all
the loading steps from 1 to step 5 of all the on-load measurements. The separation of these
two clusters, combined with the relevance of PZT BLE, demonstrates that the embedded
PZTs are strongly affected by the subjection of loading and the development of the stresses
near their monitoring area, as commented above in the commonly used indices section.
Finally, the 5th cluster contains only failure measurements, while the 3rd and 4th clusters
contain outlier transit measurements.

Summarizing, the application of the HCA for beam 1 isolated the failure in two out of
three PZT transducers and the post-failure measurements in three out of three, while, for
beam 2, the applied clustering segregated in two out of three, the failure, and one out of
three the post-failure measurements. However, in beam 2, there was an apparent distinction
between the on-load and the unload measurements of the embedded PZT transducers.
Therefore, the latter was the initial target of implementing the method.

4. Conclusions

In this experimental study, the efficiency of the EMI-based PZT-enabled SHM method
for real-time monitoring of the damage development and the load-induced flexural stress
of two SFRC beams subjected to a four-point bending test under repeated loading was
examined. Furthermore, the PZT-enabled SHM system’s efficacy in detecting changes in
the health condition of the specimens is being examined using the EMI-based method.
Especially, the proposed method determines the impact and significance of the load-induced
stress and damage development in the abovementioned changes. The acquired voltage
responses were statistically elaborated by applying commonly used indices (RMSD and
MAPD) in two conditions (release, on-load). Furthermore, the impact of the load-induced
flexural stress was further examined by implementing the HCA.

The experimental results based on EMI and the statistical analysis using various
damage indices and methods have shown that:

• In both beams, proximate to the failure, external epoxy-bonded PZT transducers have
effectively detected the damage development by applying the RMSD scalar index in
the released condition.

• Furthermore, the values of the indices are slightly higher for the proximate to the
failure PZT compared to its symmetric one (BL, BR).

• The introduction of NeeS configuration applied for the EMI measurements.
• The NeeS BRE showed remarkable performance, even if it was positioned 145 mm

far from the final failure formation; it detected the forthcoming failure even at earlier
loading steps, owing to the vertical polarization placement into the concrete mass.

• In beam 1, PZT transducers BM and BL, and, in Beam 2, PZTs BM, BR, and BRE,
seemed to detect the forthcoming failure at earlier damage states.

• In beam 1, PZT transducers FT, BM, and TM, according to their indices (RMSD, MAPD),
and in beam 2, PZT transducers TM, BRE, and BLE, according to their indices (RMSD,
MAPD) values, seemed to be affected by the subjection of the loading.

• The MAPD statistical index seems more sensitive to the elaboration of the acquired
data, performing higher volume ratios.

• The HCA (a) could distinguish, with excellent accuracy, the measurements affected by
the induced load and those in the release condition, (b) could efficiently distinguish
and sort the acquired transitional measurements, and (c) could achieve three out
of four to distinguish the failure measurement in the external epoxy-bonded PZT
transducers; two out of four were used to distinguish an earlier detection of the
failure in the external epoxy-bonded PZT transducers; and further, four out of four
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distinguished the post-failure measurements and (d) achieved the distinguishment of
the failure measurement related to the NeeS BRE. While, for NeeS BLE, there was no
indication concerning which factor was evaluated as correct due to the remote position
of the PZT.

• A further experimental investigation is required to enhance the determination of the
localization of the crack and to evaluate the efficiency of the HCA; Moreover, the
efficiency of the applied HCA by applying multiple distance metrics and increasing
the correlation of the representation should be further extended.
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